Although neural machine translation (NMT) with the encoder-decoder framework has achieved great success in recent times, it still suffers from some drawbacks: RNNs tend to forget old information which is often useful and the encoder only operates through words without considering word relationship. To solve these problems, we introduce a relation networks (RN) into NMT to refine the encoding representations of the source. In our method, the RN first augments the representation of each source word with its neighbors and reasons all the possible pairwise relations between them. Then the source representations and all the relations are fed to the attention module and the decoder together, keeping the main encoder-decoder architecture unchanged. Experiments on two Chinese-to-English data sets in different scales both show that our method can outperform the competitive baselines significantly.
Introduction
In recent years, neural machine translation (NMT) (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom 2013; Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le 2014; Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2014) has achieved great success in some language pairs, rivalling the state-of-theart statistical machine translation (SMT) (Koehn, Hoang, and Birch 2007) . The RNN encoder-decoder architecture is widely used for NMT, the principle behind which is that: encoding the meaning of the input bidirectionally into a concept space via recurrent neural networks (RNNs) (Elman 1990 ) and performing decoding with RNNs based on this encoding (Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le 2014; Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2014) . This meaning encoding principle leads to a deeper understanding and learning of the translation rules, and hence a better translation than conventional statistic machine translation (SMT) that considers only surface forms, e.g., words and phrases.
The RNNs with gating, such as Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) or Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) , are designed to memory useful history information and forget irrelative information. Together with attention technique which makes the decoding process only focus on the most related source words, the RNN encoder-decoder framework is expected Copyright © 2018, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
to be able to handle long sequences and only consider the global involved information. However, the practical situation is that RNNs tend to forget old history information, especially the far older one. Sometimes the older information is needed in order to generate proper translation, e.g., for the source sentence "take the heavy box away", when translating "away", "take" should be considered together. In addition, in SMT and NMT, it has been proven that using phrases rather than words can bring the performance improvement ( 2016 ) while in NMT the attention is modeled in the unit of words. In the same sense, improvement is expected if attention is operated on more words rather than one word.
Moreover, NMT produces the representation for the source by running through the source words sequentially with a bidirectional RNNs (Schuster and Paliwal 1997) , so it only employs word information and ignores the relation between words. Although some researchers have demonstrated that NMT is able to capture certain syntactic phenomena (e.g. subject-verb agreement) without external syntactic information (Linzen, Dupoux, and Goldberg 2016; Shi, Padhi, and Knight 2016) , there are some other work which has shown their superior performance by modelling word relationship explicitly. These work usually needs to introduce external syntactic knowledge and connects words according to their relations in the syntactic structure (Bastings et al. Li et al. 2017; Eriguchi, Tsuruoka, and Cho 2017) In this paper, we present a method to refine the encoding based on the above two points. The main idea is to learn the relationship between the source words. Corresponding to the first point, our method employs CNNs to collect local information around one word and relates each word with all other words no matter how far they are. In this way, our method can memorize the history via additional connection between words and operate in the unit of multiple words. For the second point, it employs relation networks (RNs) (Santoro et al. 2017) to build pairwise relations between words but does not need external syntactic knowledge input. In the RNs, the representation of each source word produced by RNNs is taken as objects and the relations between them are reasoned. Figure 1 : The architecture of attention-based NMT Specifically, our method adds a relation network (RN) between the encoder and the attention layer in the RNN encoder-decoder framework. The RN is composed of three layers: first, the convolutional neural network (CNN) layer slides window along the output of the encoder to capture the information among multiple words around one word, then the graph propagation layer constructs a fully connected graph with the information of one window as one node and transfers messages along the edges so that each node can collect all the information from its immediate nodes, and last the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) layer transforms the information of each node to the form suitable for the attention and the decoder to use. We performed experiments on Chinese-English translation tasks and got significant improvements over vanilla NMT and SMT systems both on small and big data sets.
Background
In this section, we will briefly describe attention-based NMT, the baseline model and relation networks, the technique used in this paper.
Attention-based NMT
Attention-based NMT (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2014) also follows the encoder-decoder framework, with an additional attention module. It assumes the source sentence and the target translation share the common continuous space. It first encodes the source sentence into a continuous space and then performs decoding based on this space, employing attention to indicate the relevance of each source word. Figure 1 shows the architecture of attention-based NMT, which is composed of three components: the encoder, the attention layer and the decoder.
Encoder The encoder uses a pair of RNNs to operate through source words bidirectionally to get two sequences of hidden states
Then the hidden state for each source word is produced by concatenating the corresponding states in the two sequences:
Attention The attention layer is designed to evaluate the importance of each source word to the generation of the current target word according to its hidden states and the already produced translation:
where l s refers to the length of source sentence, the function g is defined as
Then the involved meaning of source words for the current target word can be got by
Decoder The decoder decodes the source meaning leftto-right to generate the target translation according to the involved source meaning and the already produced translation.
where f is a linear transformation, weight matrix W v maps the output of f into the final continuous space, where we predict the probability distribution of current target word.
Relation Networks
A RN is a neural network module with a structure primed for relational reasoning. RNs are designed to constrain the functional form of a neural network so that it captures the core common properties of relational reasoning. Hence its capability of computing relation is inherent without needing to be learned.
Formally, given a set of input "objects" denoted as O = {o 1 , o 2 , · · · , o n }, a RN can be formed as a composition function of objects
where o i is the i-th object, and f φ and g θ are functions to calculate relations. MLPs are often used for f φ and g θ , as their parameters are learnable synaptic weights, making RNs endto-end differentiable. Here the role of g θ is to infer how two objects are related, or whether they are related, and hence the output of g θ is a "relation". We take one of them whose representation is denoted by red dots as an example to show information propagation from other two words through graph propagation layer, another multi-layers perceptron decoder produces final output.
Relation Layer

Relational Attention Model
In this paper, we introduce a relation network (RN) into NMT to model the relationship between words. The RN is added between the encoder and the attention layer, which takes the hidden states produced by the encoder as the objects and outputs the same number of new hidden states which are fed into attention layers directly, so the RN can fit the encoder-decoder frame well. The architecture of our RN is shown in Figure 2 . Specially, the RN is composed of three components: the convolutional neural network (CNN) layer, the graph propagation (GP) layer and the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) layer.
The CNN Layer CNNs are used to extract local information around one word. In this way, not only the information of a single word is considered, but their neighbours. The number of neighbors to be considered depends on the kernel width n but can also vary by stacking several layers of convolutions, e.g., stacking 2 convolutions with the kernel width n = 3 can collect information from 5 words.
For a convolution with the kernel width of n, given the sequence of hidden states from the encoder h 1 , h 2 , · · · , h ls , the input window w i for each operation is the concatenated representation of h i− (n−1)/2 , · · · , h i , · · · , h i+ (n−1)/2 , and the convolution can be defined as follows:
where W cnn is the convolution weights, b cnn is the bias and LRelu stands for the leaky rectified activation function. For the first and last (n − 1)/2 windows, the hidden states h i with i < 1 or i > l s are set to zeros.
Besides stacking technique, multiple convolutions with different kernel width are employed, and the output of the CNN layer is the concatenated outputs of these stacked convolutions.
The final output of the CNN layer is a sequence of vectors c 1 , c 2 , ..., c ls and c i is a concatenated vector of all c n i from the convolutions with different kernel width n.
The GP Layer Generally, source words are correlated to each other and in our method we connect each word to all other words explicitly and let the model to learn the relationship itself. We formulate this into a graph and each output vector from the CNN layer corresponds to one node and each node has an edge connected to all other nodes. Then in this graph, information flows among the edges and each node receives messages from all its immediate neighbors, we call this process graph propagation. Given the output of the CNN layer c 1 , c 2 , ..., c ls as the input nodes, after graph propagation process, another sequence of vectors r 1 , r 2 , ..., r ls can be produced corresponding to each input vector. The generation of r i can be decomposed into two steps:
• Concatenate c i with all nodes (including itself) to get a vector c ik and then feed c ik to a MLP and get r ik as
• Sum all the outputs of the MLP to get the final vector for the i-th source word:
The MLP Layer As there are many inputs for the MLP in the GP layer, so the dimensionality of W mlp1 is set to small to reduce computation complexity. Here we set it to 80. So we use the MLP layer to increase the dimensionality, usually the same as that of h i , to have more powerful representation. The final states o i for the i-th source word after the entire RN can be got by
Residual Assume a feature vector h l out is produced by feeding h l in into the l-th layer, then we finish the residual connections by following two steps; First, the input and the output of the l-th layer are added together:
Then, the l-th layer receives features from all previous layers and generates the final output:
where DC is the abbreviation of dense concatenation (Huang et al. 2016) , weight matrix W DC and bias b DC are adjusted to map the concatenated vectors into the same feature space with the input.
In our method, we do DC between the input of RN and its output to get the final outputõ i . Then the final posterior probability of y j can be evaluated by usingõ i as the hidden states of the i-th source word. That is to say, all the h i in attention layer and the decoder are replaced withõ i .
Experiments
In the experiment section, we first compare our system with the state-of-the-art baseline systems on a small and a big system, respectively, then we analyze the advantage of our method in the following aspects: the performance comparison on different input sentences, the alignment inferred from the attention and some true translation examples.
Data Preparation
As our method can learn more representations for the source with relationship between words included, we infer that our method can work better on the small data set. Hence we conducted experiments for the Chinese-to-English translation tasks on two data sets: IWSLT(a small oral data set) and NIST (a big data set).
IWSLT Data The training data set of the IWSLT corpus consists of 44K sentences from the tourism and travel domain. The validation set was composed of the ASR devset 1 and devset 2 from IWSLT 2005, 
Systems
We compare the translation performance of our system with four other baseline translation systems.
MOSES:
We use the open-source translation system (Och 2003 ) is adopted to produce word alignments on the given bilingual training data; Maximal phrase length 7 is employed to extract the phrase pairs based on word alignments; Relative translation frequencies and lexical translation probabilities are calculated on both directions; Besides, we set the maximum iterations to be 20 during tuning parameters, without filtering the phrase table; In decoding, beam size 100 and distortion limit 6 are applied.
NMT: We reimplement the attention-based model of (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2014) by PyTorch deep learning framework 5 . Concretely, a little bit different settings are employed: we keep sentences of length up to 50 tokens with 30K vocabulary, source and target word embedding sizes are both set to 512, sizes of all hidden units in both encoder and decoder RNNs are also 512, all weight matrices and vectors are initialized by using uniform distribution over [−0.1, 0.1];
We use a minibatch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm to train our model, with batch size 80, in addition, the learning rate is adjusted by adadelta optimizer (Zeiler 2012) with the coefficient ρ = 0.95 used for computing a running average of squared gradients, and the term = 10e-06 added to the denominator to improve numerical stability; Dropout is applied on the output layer with dropout rate 0.5, target sequence ending with the special symbol is generated by the beam search algorithm, with maximum generated length twice the length of source sentence and beam size 10. Best model on validation set is used to translate test set. NMT+: We use an improved version of the standard attention-based model as our strong NMT baseline system; In the improved decoder, according to previous hidden state and target word, one GRU produces an intermediate state, then, attention module calculates out the attention vector by using the intermediate state and source representation, the attention, together with the previous state and target word, generates the next hidden state by another GRU. All other settings and training details are the same with the NMT system. TRANSFORMER: This system refers to Google's new neural translation system (indicated by TRANSFOMER) without RNN units (Vaswani et al. 2017) . We apply an open source platform sockeye 6 ; Except for default settings, both the source and target vocabulary sizes are the same as those of above NMT systems, we set layers number to be 4 for both encoder and decoder with no dropout, model hidden size and attention head number are 512 and 8 respectively; During training, smoothed cross entropy loss is adopted, besides, weight tying is used to regularize weight parameters in classification layer.
RNMT: The proposed relation network integrated NMT is built on NMT+ and named after RNMT. On small data set, the relation layer uses 4 CNNs with windows of 3, 5, 7 
Evaluation Mitrcs
Without UNK replacement and de-tokenization, the translation is evaluated by using case-insensitive 4-gram BLEU score (Papineni et al. 2002) .
Performance Comparison
We compared our system with the four baseline systems on two data sets and expect bigger improvement on the small data set. We also tested the statistical difference between the results from RNMT and NMT+ (Collins, Koehn, and Kučerová 2005) and use * to indicate that the translations of them are in statistically significant difference (p < 0.01).
The results are shown in Table 1 . From the results, we can see that in the IWSLT data set, the NMT+ system has a comparable result with MOSES while on the NIST data set it gives an obvious improvement of 3.1 BLEU scores over MOSES. This is consistent with our knowledge that NMT needs to be trained on a larger data set in order to get a reasonable estimation of the parameters and typically NMT can give a better result on the large data set and SMT is more proper for the small data set. RNMT can outperform the NMT+ by 4.1 BLEU points on the IWSLT data set and 1.3 BLEU points on the NIST data set where the former is much larger than the latter. This is also in line with the intuition that RNMT models the relationship between words in addition, so it can collect more information from the training data which can help it to learn parameters on the small data set. We also compared with TRANSFORMER as it also build a complex relation in the source in order to learn better attentions. On the IWSLT data, TRANSFORMER gives a low score (which is not reported) and the reason may be it is good at big data sets or the implementation is different from the author's. While on the NIST data set, its result is rival to the NMT+. On the both data set, RNMT outperforms all the baselines and shows the superiority. One motivation of adding RNs is that RNNs tend to forget the old history and RNs memorize it by explicitly introduce the relation between the pair of words. Therefore, we can guess that our method should work much better on the long sentences where there are more old history information forgotten by RNNs. Based on this sense, we splitted the test sentences of NIST03 into different bins according to the length and evaluated BLEU scores of the translations from NMT+, TRANSFORMER and RNMT on the different bins, respectively.
Impact of Input Length
The result is shown in Figure 3 . In the bins holding sentences no longer than 50, the BLEU scores of the three systems are close to each other. As the sentence length surpass 50, RNMT shows its superiority over the other two systems. As the sentence length grows, the difference becomes increasingly big. This verifies the deduce that our method has advantages when translating the long sentences.
Word Alignment
Along with the translation results, we also produce the word alignment matrix based on each target word's attention probability distribution over the whole source sentence. Two source sentences are randomly sampled from websites, both comparisons between baseline alignment and improved i 'd like to make an appointment for a haircut . NMT+ it was in the right with the light in my bag . i 'd like to make a reservation . RNMT it was green in the light when i arrive at the intersection . i 'd like to make an appointment for a haircut .
Source
Reference asked when the united states will propose a follow-up resolution aimed to implement the security council resolution 1441, fleischer indicated "it's too early to tell," but the united states will discuss with its allies on its content and terms. NMT+ UNK said that the united states will put forward the follow -up resolution of the resolution no . 2758 , which says that " it is premature " , but the united states will consult its allies with its allies . RNMT on the question of when the united states proposed that the united states will propose a resolution to implement the resolution no . 425 of the un security council , leischer said , " it is too early to say " , but the united states will consult its allies on the issue .
Source
经过 国际 奥委会 的 不懈 努力 , 意大利 方面 在 冬奥会 开幕 前 四 天 作出 让步 , 承诺 冬奥会 期间 警 方 不 会 进入 奥运村 搜查 运动员 驻地 , 但是 , 药检 呈 阳性 的 运动员 仍将 接受 意大利 检察 机关 的 调查 。 Reference through the untiring efforts of the ioc, the italian side made concession four days before the winter olympics opened, promising that police would not enter the olympic village to raid athletes' quarters during the winter olympics, but athletes tested positive for drugs are still subject to investigations of italian prosecutors. NMT+ through the unremitting efforts of the ioc , the italian side made a concession four days prior to the opening of the international olympic committee . RNMT with the unremitting efforts of the international olympic committee , the italian side made a concession in four days before the opening of the UNK and promised that the police would not be able to search for the athlete 's place during the opening period .
Source 我们 近年 一直 倡导 " 诚信 " , 要 " 打造 阳光 政府 " , 要 尊重 公众 的 " 知情权 " , 要 提高 行政 " 透明 度 " , 然而 , 事实 距离 理想 还 有 很 大 差距 。 Reference in recent years, we have been advocating "integrity" and we want to "forge a government-in-sunshine", improve the "transparency" of government administration, and respect the public's "right to know". however, the reality is still very far from ideal. NMT+ in recent years , we have always advocated " honesty " and " build a sunshine government , " and we must respect the public 's " right to understand " and to enhance the " transparency " of the " transparency " of the public . RNMT in recent years , we have advocated " integrity " and " build up the sun . " we should respect public " right to know " and improve the " transparency " of the public . however , there is still a big gap between reality and ideals . For the first example, from the view of source side, it is obviously unreasonable that the Chinese word yi is con-tributed to generate three discontiguous English words the, is and for, grammatical knowledge show that the word yi should be only aligned to the English word for, just like the result of our model; Besides, on the target's ground, if one Chinese word is translated into an English phrase, all words in the phrase should be aligned to the Chinese word, NMT+ model improperly aligns new and is to some other irrelevant words besides the correct one; When generating word is, almost the whole source sentence should be considered, our model gets more centralized alignment for it;
In the second case, unlike the baseline model, our model produces correct translation jazz music for jueshi yinyue and alignment; the together with origin is aligned to the source word fayuan, while NMT+ mistakenly aligns the to two source words almost with equal probability. However, both models do not get correct alignment word for the last Chinese word.
Translation Examples
As shown in Table 2 , from the boldfaced sections marked in sentences translated by RNMT, we can observe that NMT+ often miss some information of the source sentence. For the first sample, the existence of the temporal adverbial results in the reversed word order between the English translation and Chinese source sentence, the baseline model forgets the long-distance source information about dang wo dao lukou shi when producing the translation for the adverbial; It similarly happens that, NMT+ loses the information about haircut when generating the target text for the second sample, likewise, fails to capture the latter clause with adversative relation for the fifth one. In addition, another phenomenon observed is that the longer the source sentence is, it is easier to ignore important information for NMT+; While our model captures more source information with success in all examples.
Specifically, RNNs are skilled in modeling the order information of a sequence, while CNNs mainly focus on local features around some specific word. Both of them are weak to capture the long-distance dependency information, However, facts prove that proposed relation layer succeeds in alleviating the deficiencies of both effectively by integrating CNNs with bidirectional RNNs subtly.
Related Work
Many researchers have worked at learning the relationship of source words to improve the translation performance. One line is to refine the presentations of the source by adding the relationship between source words or between source and target words, remaining the main architecture as RNN encoder-decoder (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2014). Meng et al. (2016) introduces a new attention mechanism to the encoder-decoder architecture. It defines reading and writing operations between the decoder and the representation of the source sentence to introduce interaction which is a form of relationship between source and target. Bastings et al. (2017) employ graph convolutional networks to capture the relationship between the source word pairs which has a dependent relation in the source dependency tree, so this method needs the supervision of external dependency syntax.
Another line is to change the structure of the encoder totally. Gehring et al. (2016) and Gehring et al. (2017) present to substitute the conventional RNN encoder with the CNN encoder in order to train faster. They employ stacked CNNs to capture the relationship between source words which can be calculated simultaneously, not like RNNs the computation of which is constrained by temporal dependencies. The attention scores are also computed based on the output of the CNNs and the decoder is still the RNN decoder. Vaswani et al. (2017) is another work to eschew the recurrence. It instead relies entirely on the attention mechanism to draw the global dependencies between input and output. Although temporal dependency inherent in RNNs hinders the parallelization, it can pass messages through the history and assists the current decision, so retaining the RNNs in the model has more advantages than disadvantages.
Our method still follows the RNN encoder-decoder framework which gives the full play of the advantages of RNNs to transfer information through words bidirectionally. In additional, this method also captures relationship between source words without any external knowledge injection, so is easy to use. It employs relation networks to connect source words explicitly so that the model can learn the relationship itself.
Conclusion
In the conventional NMT under the frame of RNN encoderdecoder, as the RNNs are not good at remembering the old history and the encoding of the source only runs through single word, sometimes it cannot get enough source information and emphasizes too much on the fluency of the target. As a result, it suffers from meaning-drift and generates "inaccurate" translation to the source. Even so, NMT can still benefit from the recurrence of RNNs. In this paper, we aims to solve the above problem and meanwhile retain the RNN encoder in the framework. We propose to incorporate RNs between the encoder and the attention layer of the attentional NMT. The RNs employs CNNs to collect the information around one word and explicitly connect each word with all the other words. In this way, it provides the opportunities for the model to capture the relationship between words and hence leads to a better representation of the source.
Intuitively, our method collects more information from the sentence pairs and should have more advantages on small data sets. Hence we conducted experiments both on a big and a small data sets and the results verified our deduction that our system outperformed the baseline systems on the two sets and the improvement on the small data set is much bigger than that on the big set. We also evaluated the performance on different sentences and find that as the sentence length grows, the superiority of our method becomes increasingly obvious. We also compared our method with NMT in terms of attention and real translation examples and concluded that the refined representation of the source brings on more reasonable attention and hence better translation.
